
Unit 3 Math 
Focus:  

2D and 3D Shapes 
Activities: 
1. Sorting 2D Real Life Shapes
2. Fill in the Blanks
3. 3D Shapes Coloring
4. Identifying 3D Shapes
5. Online Games
6. Answer Keys



Vocabulary
Sides-lines that make an outline on 
a closed shape

Vertex/Vertices-the point where 
two sides or edges meet

Face-flat surface of a 3D shape 
that is made by a 2D shape

Edge-the line were two faces 
meet

Base-the bottom face of a shape

Apex-the singular highest point on 
a shape



2D Shapes



Sorting 2D Real Life Shapes
Direction: Cut and glue each shape into the correct shape group and then 
draw your own picture that can be sorted into these groups. 



Directions: Fill in the 
blanks to complete 

the table of 2D shape 
attributes. 

Fill in the Blanks



Picture 
of Shape

Shape 
Name

Number 
of 

Sides

Number 
of 

Vertices

0 0
Triangle

Rectangle 2 long
2 short

4 4
Hexagon 6

5 5



3D Shapes

Triangular prism
5 faces

6 vertices
9 edges





3D Shapes Coloring
Directions: Color the real-life solids to match the correct 
colors.

cone

blue

cube

green

sphere

yellow

cylinder

red

rectangular 
prism

orange



Identifying 3D Shapes
Directions: Choose the correct name for the 

3D shapes.



Online Game 
Links:

https://www.abcya.com/games/shapes_ge
ometry_game

https://www.education.com/games/2d-
shapes/

https://mrnussbaum.com/shapes-online-
game

https://www.abcya.com/games/shapes_geometry_game
https://www.education.com/games/2d-shapes/
https://mrnussbaum.com/shapes-online-game


Sorting 2D Real Life Shapes
Direction: Cut and glue each shape into the correct shape group and then 
draw your own picture that can be sorted into these groups. 

Answer Key



Picture 
of Shape

Shape 
Name

Number 
of 

Sides

Number 
of 

Vertices
Circle 0 0

Triangle 3 3

Square 4 4

Rectangle 4
2 long

2 short

4

Rhombus 4 4

Hexagon 6 6

Pentagon 5 5

Answer Key



3D Shapes Coloring
Directions: Color the real-life solids to match the correct 
colors.

cone

blue

cube

green

sphere

yellow

cylinder

red

rectangular 
prism

orange

Answer Key



Identifying 3D Shapes
Directions: Choose the correct name for the 

3D shapes.

Answer Key



Did you know that on 

July 4, 1776 America 

signed the Declaration 

of Independence? It was 

a document that was 

given to King George of 

England saying that 

we were now our own 

country! that’s why 

many people call it 

america’s birthday. 

What better way to 

celebrate america’s 

history than by 

reading some beautiful 

poems about our 

wonderful country!



Standards: 

- 1.9B –discuss rhyme, 

rhythm, 

repetition, and 

alliteration in a 

variety of poems

- 1.6D -create mental 

images to deepen 

understanding 

with adult 

assistance



Sometimes, poets 

use rhyming 

words to help 

create a rhythm 

in their poem. Can 

you hear the 

rhyming words 

in this poem?



Poets use repeated phrases 

to make you pay attention 

to one thing. Do you see 

any repeated phrases in 

this poem?



Did you know our 

National Anthem was 

actually a poem written 

by Francis Scott Key? It 

was made into a song 

after he died! Click here

to listen to the National 

Anthem. Can you sing 

along with it?

Poets use descriptive 

words in their poems so 

they can paint a picture 

in our brains. On a piece 

of paper, draw the 

mental image you got 

while listening to and 

reading the National 

Anthem.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YYNT7thH_oY


it’s rhyme 

time! Can 

you match 

the 

rhyming, 

Patriotic 

words?
Parents – Print out and cut the 

next two pages. Have students 

match the rhyming words

Standards: 

1.2A (i) producing a series of 

rhyming words



Flag bag

hat cat

vote boat



eagle beagle

star car

bell shell



Silent Letters –

a letter than 

must be added 

to a word, 

even though 

you don’t

pronounce it.
Parents: Print and cut out the 

next three pages. Students will 

read the words with the silent 

letters and match them to the 

picture.

Standards:

2.2B (ii) decoding words with 

silent letters such as knife and 

gnat;



knife

climb

knock



Gnome

castle

sword



wrench

lamb

scissors



Can you match 

these famous 

Americans with 

their 

accomplishments? 
Parents: Print and cut out the next 

three pages. Students will match the 

name of the famous American with the 

accomplishment that they did.

Standards:

1.2(A) identify contributions of 

historical figures, including Sam 

Houston, George Washington, Abraham 

Lincoln, and Martin Luther King Jr., 

who have influenced the state and 

nation



Abraham

Lincoln

George 

Washington

Benjamin 

Franklin

President 

during the 

civil war 

who fought 

to free the 

slaves

First

president of

the United

States of

America

Founding 

Father of 

America and 

Inventor



Thomas 

Jefferson

Francis 

Scott Key

John 

Hancock

Writer of the 

Declaration 

of 

Independence 

and third 

president

Poet who 

wrote the 

Star-Spangled 

Banner, our 

national 

anthem

First person

to sign the

declaration

of

independence



Betsy 

Ross

Martha 

Washington

Phillis 

Wheatley

Designed and

sewed the

first

American

flag

Wife of 

George 

Washington 

and 1st lady 

of America

First African-

American to 

write and 

publish a 

book of 

poetry



Make a patriotic wind 

catcher: Paint or 

color a white paper 

plate with red stripes. 

Color and cut out a 

blue star. Cut the 

paper plate in a spiral. 

Attach the spiral and 

star using a piece of 

string or wire and 

hang it outside to 

blow in the breeze.
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